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[I]t is an injustice and at the same time a grave evil and disturbance of right order to assign
to a greater and higher association what lesser and subordinate organizations can do.
- Pius XI, 1931
Throw out the radio and take down the fiddle from the wall.  

- Andrew Nelson Lytle, 1930

I. Introduction
here is a normative principle of social associations which has been
articulated in various intellectual and religious traditions, and is implicit in much classical and medieval
political thought. According to this principle, smaller, more local, or “lower” human associations have
proper social functions which should not be assumed by larger or “higher” associations. For ease of
discussion, let us refer to this principle as it has been denominated by modem Catholic social thinkers:
“the principle of subsidiarity.”
		
In discussions about religion, politics, and community, the principle of subsidiarity has been
invoked most commonly as a basis for limited government.2 However, the principle is even more relevant to
such discussions especially with respect to the idea of “community” than merely in terms of its immediate
implications for government policies. Insofar as it recommends a pattern of organizing social life in general, and
not just that part of social life which touches the state, the principle has implications for the choices of families,
neighborhoods, and commercial enterprises; indeed for all social agents, individual and corporate.
	One such implication on which I wish to focus in this article is the responsibility of primary, local associations,
especially families, to prevent their proper functions from being taken over by other social spheres, particularly by the
sphere of the modern technologically-enabled market economy. This implication, I argue, can properly be described
as “agrarian,” insofar as the agrarian tradition has highlighted the value of relative self-sufficiency for such primary
and local associations as family and community, and insofar as the agrarian tradition has opposed social forces such
as capital markets and technological “progress” which can threaten a more “natural” social order.
II. The Principle of Subsidiarity and Limited Government
It is easy to see why the principle of subsidiarity has so far been considered mainly with respect to its

immediate implications for the scope of government. To
the extent that the principle has entered public discussions, it finds a natural home in considerations of political theory, where there are established debates about the
appropriate degree of government intervention in social
and economic matters.

begins to be formulated. The relevant passage is worth
quoting at length:
As history abundantly proves, it is true that on account of changed conditions many things which
were done by small associations in former times
cannot be done now save by large associations.
Still, that most weighty principle, which cannot be
set aside or changed, remains fixed and unshaken in
social philosophy: Just as it is gravely wrong to take
from individuals what they can accomplish by their
own initiative and industry and give it to the community, so also it is an injustice and at the same time
a grave evil and disturbance of right order to assign
to a greater and higher association what lesser and
subordinate organizations can do. For every social
activity ought of its very nature to furnish help to
the members of the body social, and never destroy
and absorb them. (Quadragesimo Anno, #79)

Indeed, historically, the explicit articulation of
the principle of subsidiarity has been prompted by a desire to respond to the increasing power of the state and
the kinds of regimes that such power makes possible. In
Roman Catholic circles, the history of the formulation
and articulation of the principle of subsidiarity is usually traced to the first so-called “social encyclical,” Rerum
Novarum, written by Leo XIII in 1891.3 This encyclical
addresses those “new things” which in the modern world
were affecting “the condition of the working classes,”
and it consists largely of a condemnation and refutation
of socialism. Though it does not yet mention by name a
“principle of subsidiarity,” it does seem to assume some
such principle, especially in passages like the following:

	Though formulated more generally here, the focus of this encyclical is again the restraint of the state. Indeed, like Rerum Novarum, Quadragesimo Anno begins with
a discussion of the state. The influential German theologian Oswald von Nell-Breuning-who is said to have contributed to the composition of the encyclical-explained
the reasoning of Pius XI: “The reason for beginning his
discussion with the state is, characteristically enough, not
the intention of having the state assume new responsibilities, but, on the contrary, to demand that it refrain
from activities into which it has intruded or, in part, been
forced”4

It is not right, as We have said, for either the citizen or the family to be absorbed by the State; it is
proper that the individual and the family should
be permitted to retain their freedom of action,
so far as this is possible without jeopardizing the
common good and without injuring anyone. (Rerum Novarum, #52)
	This passage implies that certain activities are
proper to lower associations and should not, at least under normal circumstances (where “the common good”
is not “jeopardized”), be taken up by higher ones. But
here the specific higher association being considered is
the state, and Leo is warning that the state ought not
to usurp functions which do not properly belong to it.
Thus, the emphasis of Rerum Novarum is that states must
avoid “unwarranted interference” (#48), and again that
societies should “avoid unwarranted government intervention” (#64).

	The principle of subsidiarity was revisited in

	The principle of subsidiarity was more explicitly
formulated in a social encyclical written on the fortieth
anniversary of Rerum Novarum. Pius XI wrote Quadragesimo Anno, “on reconstruction of the social order,” not
against socialism but against liberal individualism and the
more inhumane manifestations of capitalism; nonetheless, as in Rerum Novarum, one of the major concerns is
the danger of the centralization of power. It is with respect to this concern that the principle of subsidiarity

Pope Leo XIII
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another anniversary social encyclical, John Paul II’s Centesimus Annus of 1991. There, even more than in Quadragesimo Anno, the emphasis of the principle is its demand
for the restraint of higher associations. The following
passage appears in a discussion of the proper relationship of the State to the economic order:

The primary norm for determining the scope and
limits of governmental intervention is the “principle of subsidiarity” .... This principle states that, in
order to protect basic justice, government should
undertake only those initiatives which exceed the
capacities of individuals or private groups acting
independently. Government should not replace or
destroy smaller communities and individual initiative. (“Economic Justice for All,” #124)

The principle of subsidiarity must be respected: A
community of a higher order should not interfere
in the internal life of a community of a lower order, depriving the latter of its functions, but rather
should support it in case of need and help to coordinate its activity with the activities of the rest of
society, always with a view to the common good.
(Centesimus Annus, #48)
It is this formulation of the principle which could
be considered its official Roman Catholic formulation, as
it is quoted in full in the Catechism of the Catholic Church
(1994). There again the implications of the principle for
government policy are emphasized, as is clear from the
context that the Catechism gives to the quotation:

It should be no surprise, then, that to the extent
that the principle of subsidiarity has been invoked in discussions of political theory and political policy, it is the
implication of government restraint that has been most
widely discussed.5 As an article by Christopher Wolfe
makes clear, the primary relevance of the principle of
subsidiarity appears to be as a “ground of limited government”; as he argues, “subsidiarity ... is a more satisfactory foundation for ideas of limited government than
what the American tradition of political thought (drawn
largely from Locke) offers.”6

Socialization also presents certain dangers. Excessive intervention by the state can threaten personal freedom and initiative. The teaching of the
Church has elaborated the principle of subsidiarity, according to which “a community of a higher
order should not interfere in the internal life of
a community of a lower order...” (Catechism of the
Catholic Church, #1883)

	Because of this (classical) “liberal” or “libertarian” implication, the principle of subsidiarity has found
a natural home in “neoconservative” Catholic thought.
George Weigel has emphasized the libertarian implication of the principle, explaining that it “tried to set clear
boundaries to state power.”7 David Bosnich has argued
that “the principle is the bulwark of limited government
and personal freedom.”According to Bosnich, its consistent application “would entail respect for the mechanisms
of the free market and opposition to state intervention.”
The principle, he says, “conflicts with the passion for
centralization and bureaucracy char acteristic of the Welfare State.”8 Adolpho Lindenberg, another Catholic interested in defending free markets, has written:

	Socialization also presents certain dangers. Excessive intervention by the state can threaten personal
freedom and initiative. The teaching of the Church has
elaborated the principle of subsidiarity, according to
which “a community of a higher order should not interfere in the internal life of a community of a lower order.
..” (Catechism of the Catholic Church, #1883)
	The Catechism stresses the implication of limited
government again, saying: “The principle of subsidiarity
is opposed to all forms of collectivism. It sets limits for
state intervention” (#1885).

We believe that in order to better understand the
limits of government action in the socioeconomic
order, we must invoke the principle of subsidiarity. According to this principle, the state should
take action and exercise a substitute function only
when social sectors or business systems are too
weak or are just getting under way, and are not
equal to the task at hand. Such supplementary

	Consistently, then, in the Roman Catholic Church,
the principle of subsidiarity has been offered as setting
limits on the scope of government. It is perfectly understandable that this is precisely how the principle has been
received. In the 1986 pastoral letter “Economic Justice
for All,” the U.S. Catholic bishops wrote:
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interventions must be as brief as possible, so as
to avoid removing permanently from society and
business systems the functions which are properly
theirs.9

all these [social] spheres, the State-government cannot
impose its laws, but it must reverence the innate law of
life.”13
Kuyper’s notion of sphere sovereignty seems to
be implicitly present in the political philosophy of another important Protestant political theorist, Johannes
Althusius (1557-1638). Althusius structured his great
work Politica (1603) in order to emphasize the primacy
of local, more “natural” associations, beginning with the
family.14 Though his ultimate goal is to describe the commonwealth as a whole, Althusius is very clear that the
government of a commonwealth must respect the authority and jurisdiction of the smaller, more local and
natural associations out of which it is constituted. It is no
surprise, then, that Althusius’s “design for a federal commonwealth” has been presented as an important theory
limiting the scope of government.15

In the same vein, Robert Sirico has written:
The clear meaning of the subsidiarity principle is
to limit the powers and responsibilities assumed
by the higher orders of society. In nearly every
occasion in which the principle has been invoked
in the last one hundred years of official Catholic
social teaching, it is in the context of limiting the
uses of power.10
Sirico continues, noting:
The principle has found its political expression in
the American concept of federalism, and, in Europe, the concept has become a critical part of
the debate on the relations between nations and
the central authority of the European Community. In these political contexts, the principle has
been invoked by the partisans of limited government over centralized management of people,
states, and nations.11

III. The Principle of Subsidiarity and the
Responsibility of Lower Associations
	We have seen that in its historical articulation and
application, the primary implication of the principle of
subsidiarity has been what we might call libertarian, or, in
the classical sense, liberal: the restraint of the state. But
the principle of subsidiarity has broader implications, because the principle concerns all human associations; in
all cases, not just in cases involving the state, it presumes
the priority of the “lower” or more local association, and
the responsibility of the “higher” association not to hinder, but only to help, the lower associations in their functions.

	Stephen Krason, in a study which offers “an evaluation of contemporary American political ideologies in
light of Catholic social teaching,” has the principle of
subsidiarity playing a central role in that evaluation, but
primarily insofar as it implies restraints on government
intervention. “The basic principle limiting the state,” says
Krason, “is subsidiarity.”12
	These representative discussions of the application of the principle of subsidiarity by Catholic social
thinkers all make reference to that principle as it was developed explicitly in the recent history of Catholic teaching. The principle of subsidiarity, however, has had some
expression in other religious traditions. A parallel to the
Catholic formulation of the principle of subsidiarity is
the principle of “sphere sovereignty” articulated by the
Dutch Reformed theologian and statesman Abraham
Kuyper (1837-1920).

Indeed, the principle can be summarized thus: it
is the function of higher associations to help lower associations fulfill their functions. This is why it is called
the principle of subsidiarity; subsidium is Latin for “help”
or “assistance.”16 This central notion of assistance is perhaps most clear in the language of Quadragesimo Anno:
“every social activity ought of its very nature to furnish
help to the members of the body social, and never destroy and absorb them” (#79).

Here again, we find that the emphasis of the principle is on limiting government. Kuyper discusses sphere
sovereignty in his lecture on “Calvinism and Politics.”
Articulating different social spheres, Kuyper explains
that they each have a proper degree of sovereignty, with
which the sphere of government must not interfere. “In

It is important to notice, then, that the principle
of subsidiarity regulates human associations because it
assumes something about the relations of the functions of
different “levels” of associations. The principle assumes
that there are different levels of associations, and that
each level of association has its proper functions. The
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fact that the principle of subsidiarity implies a specific
limitation on state intervention only follows from a more
general and immediate implication: any higher association
must avoid unwarranted interference with the functions
of a lower association. It is a weakness of the “libertarian” appropriation of the principle of subsidiarity that it
tends to ignore the fact that the principle can be applied
to all relations of associations, not just to cases where the
state is one of the associations.

and lower associations is also clear in the summary of the
principle of subsidiarity offered by Joseph Komonchak.
Among the elements of the principle Komonchak elucidates are the following two:
The principle of subsidiarity requires positively that
all communities not only permit but enable and
encourage individuals to exercise their own selfresponsibility, and that larger communities do the
same for smaller ones.... It requires negatively that
communities not deprive individuals and smaller
communities of their right to exercise their selfresponsibility. Intervention, in other words, is only
appropriate as “helping people help themselves.”19

	But there is a second, related weakness of the
libertarian appropriation of the principle of subsidiarity:
it tends to place the main burden of responsibility on the
higher association in this case, on the state not to interfere with lower associations. However, inseparable from 	The burden of responsibility which belongs to
the burden of responsibility on higher associations not the lower order is also implicit in the formulation of the
to take over the functions proper to lower associations, principle of subsidiarity from Quadragesimo Anno: “[I]t is
is the burden of responsibility on lower associations to an injustice and at the same time a grave evil and disturkeep proper functions from being taken over by higher bance of right order to assign to a greater and higher
associations. In order to abide by
association what lesser and subthe principle of subsidiarity, not
ordinate organizations can do”
only do higher associations have
(#79). This language equally pro“It
is
a
weakness
of
the
to avoid usurping the functions of
hibits higher associations from
lower ones, but lower associations
‘libertarian’ appropriation of seizing the functions of the lower,
must avoid abdicating their funcand lower associations from ceding
the principle of subsidiarity that their functions to the higher.
tions to higher ones.

it tends to ignore the fact that

Indeed, even in an article
		
Nell-Breuning makes it
the principle can be applied to clear that the principle is concerned
which argues primarily for curbing
government intervention, Sirico all relations of associations, not more generally with a natural social
notes this burden of responsibility
order than with the specific right
just
to
cases
where
the
state
is
on lower associations. Of the prinof lower associations to be free
ciple of subsidiarity, he says: “Its
from interference. He writes:
one of the associations.”
implications are profound.” After
As far as the activity of the
noting a first implication, that “it
individual and the smaller
places limits on the rightful duties
community is adequately
of the state,” Sirico continues by saying that the prinefficient, it must not be replaced by the activity
ciple “imposes obligations on lower order institutions
of higher social units. If, notwithstanding, this is
such as the community, church, family, and individual,
done, a reversal of social order ensues, an offense
and it obliges these lower orders to fulfill certain moral
against nature which, as experience teaches us,
and practical functions essential to the functioning of a
will meet with heavy penalties.20
well-ordered and free society.”
	Of course the maintenance of the natural social
	Sirico insists that the main emphasis of the order is just as much the responsibility of lower as higher
principle of subsidiarity is to limit the power of high- associations. The emphasis on a natural order is also imer orders, but then he says: “It is also true, of course, plicit in the etymology of “subsidiarity.” As noted, the
that the lower orders are by no means relieved of their principle is denominated “subsidiarity” from subsidium, or
responsibilities.”18
“help”; if higher orders are limited to helping lower orders, it must be assumed that there are proper functions
	The mutual responsibility of the relative higher
of the lower orders, functions which the higher orders
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may help the lower orders to perform.21 If higher associations have a responsibility to “help” lower associations,
then presumably the lower associations have a prior responsibility to perform their functions as best they can
higher associations cannot help lower associations which
do not help themselves.

but a piece of congealed historical wisdom.”25 John Finnis is among those who have traced its theoretical origins
to Plato and Aristotle.” Indeed, we have already seen how
the principle of subsidiarity was implicit in Althusius’ approach to politics. The general structure of Althusius’
Politica, moving from the primary, most local and natural association-the family-up through different, progressively less local and less natural associations, parallels the
structure of the beginning of Aristotle’s Politics.

	The emphasis on “help” or “assistance” is seen
also in Kuyper’s formulation of the principle of subsidiarity, even though it is not reflected in his title for the
principle, “sphere sovereignty.” According to Kuyper,
though the state cannot “interfere” with other social
spheres, it does have a responsibility to “cooperate” with
the social spheres. Beyond what is required for its own
maintenance, the state has the “right and duty,” according to Kuyper, to assist the other spheres in the performance of their proper functions. In Kuyper’s words,
this involves specifically the right and duty, “whenever
different spheres clash, to compel mutual regard for the
boundary-lines of each,” and “to defend individuals and
the weak ones, in those spheres, against the abuse of
power of the rest.”22

Indeed, any history of the principle of subsidiarity must place it in the tradition of classical philosophy,
with its explicitly teleological approach to government .27
According to Thomas Kohler, “The principle of subsidiarity insists that the state and all other forms of community exist for the individual.”28 As Nell-Breuning wrote,
in commenting on Quadragesimo Anno, “Let us remember
that Leo XIII never tired of repeating that all social life
and, therefore, of course, all economy, emanates from the
individual.”28 Johannes Messner, writing on the principle
of subsidiarity, argued that it cannot be separated from
the view that “society must be organized around man,
his ends, and the vital tasks of his self-fulfillment.”30 As
Benjamin Llamzon put it: “Subsidiarity, of course, stands
four-square with the priority of the individual over the
state.”31

As Kuyper’s articulation of the principle of subsidiarity reflects the responsibility of the state to limit
itself to assistance, so too does it reflect the responsibility of lower orders to help themselves. Kuyper states this
responsibility directly:

	The priority of the individual is a central insistence of classical political philosophy; Llamzon finds
it in Aquinas, whom he calls “the foundational thinker
for subsidiarity as it appeared in Quadragesimo Anno.32 Althusius quotes Aquinas on the function of government:
“To govern is to lead what is governed to its appropriate
end.”33 Dante summarizes this fundamental element of
classical thought in his Monarchia: “Citizens do not exist
for the sake of consuls, nor the people for the sake of the
king, but on the contrary the consuls exist for the sake of
the citizens and the king for the sake of the people.”34

A people therefore which abandons to State Supremacy the rights of the family, or a University which abandons to it the rights of science, is
just as guilty before God as a nation which lays
its hands upon the rights of the magistrates. And
thus the struggle for liberty is not only declared
permissible, but is made a duty for each individual
in his own sphere.23
	The responsibility of lower associations to help
themselves is made more clear once the principle of subsidiarity is understood within the context of the history
of Western political philosophy which is supposed to be
its home. For though it has been explicitly formulated
only recently, the principle of subsidiarity is not supposed to be a new principle. As Sirico has put it, “Subsidiarity is not some new notion . . . ; rather it lies at the
core of the Western concept of the free and virtuous
order.”24 Another writer, emphasizing the long pedigree
of the principle of subsidiarity, has said that it is “neither
a theological nor even really a philosophical principle,

	The priority of the individual must not be confused with a point which is sometimes taken to be its contradiction, namely the priority of the political community. When, for instance, Aristotle (Politics I, ii) says that the
state is prior to the individual, this does not contradict,
but in fact follows from, the fact that the state exists to
serve the individual, namely by fulfilling the individual’s
greatest social needs; the political community is prior in
the sense that the individual is incomplete without it. In
other words, that man is a political animal means that he
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is intended by nature to be a part of a political whole;
the political community is thus prior to the individual in
the sense that the whole is prior to the parts, but the individual is prior in the sense that it is his nature, human
nature, which determines the need for, and form of, the
political community by which that nature is fulfilled, and
no political community is good which is not good for
individual men.

	While historical circumstances make it perfectly
understandable why the principle of subsidiarity has
been considered primarily in terms of its implications
for state intervention, and especially for state intervention in economic matters, it should now be clear that the
principle has implications for all levels of social association, and that between any two levels of social association there are reciprocal burdens of responsibility: higher
associations should not “interfere” with lower ones, and
lower ones have a duty to perform their proper functions
without relying on higher ones.

Indeed, it would be fair to say that the principle
of subsidiarity is as much an anthropological principle
as a social one.35 Its foundation is a certain view of man,
namely of man as an essentially political animal, whose
primary political needs are best satisfied by the communities of association closest to him. Thus, the tradition
of political philosophy in which the principle resides
emphasizes the functions of individuals and the lower
orders of association which serve them. Aristotle, for instance, in discussing political organization, first discusses
the functions of marriage, and the household broadly
speaking, as satisfying the individual’s most basic and direct social and economic needs.

	The responsibility of lower associations not to
surrender their proper functions to higher associations
has been partially obscured by the fact that in the context of established debates it is reasonable and proper
to emphasize the libertarian implication of the principle
of subsidiarity, namely that governments not interfere in
lower associations. This libertarian implication fits rather
conveniently with classical liberalism’s defense of free
markets and praise for the functions of the market economy. The usefulness of the principle of subsidiarity for
this agenda is clear, and, of course, a central contention
of this agenda must be given serious consideration: advances in technology and the growth of industrial commerce have brought great advantages to individuals and
families.36 Nonetheless, material prosperity is not the only
social effect of economic and technological advance. It
would be irresponsible to ignore the extent to which the
lower levels of social order have changed in order to accommodate the scale and institutional forms in which
the “advanced” economies of “developed” industrial (or
post-industrial) societies manifest themselves.

	Yet despite giving priority to the individual, it
should not be inferred that either the principle of subsidiarity or the classical tradition of political philosophy
to which it is traced implies a strict individualism which
cannot regard social associations as real, natural, and irreducible. The ability of a social association to serve its
members in fact depends on that association’s being a
real social unit with its own proper functions. Not only
the individual, but the family and every other relatively
local social sphere has real and natural functions which
must be respected. Indeed, higher levels of association
serve not only individuals but lower levels of association, and for higher spheres to be expected to serve lower
ones, those lower ones must respect the reality of their
own proper functions and their responsibility to carry
them out. It is for this reason that, just as strongly as the
principle of subsidiarity forbids higher associations from
assuming the functions of lower associations, it also forbids lower associations from surrendering their functions
to higher associations.

	One of the intended effects of economic and
technological advance is the possibility that social functions can be performed with greater ease or efficiency.
But such apparent progress often entails that the performance of a particular social function become dependent
on forms of technology, or on economic and social institutions, from which they were formerly independent.
As a result of technological innovation and economic development, such lower associations as families, neighborhoods and towns can become tempted (and sometimes
even required) to rely on higher associations-either particular business organizations, specific industries, or the
sphere of commerce generally for what was once provided by, and considered the responsibility and function
of, lower and more local associations.

IV. The Economic Sphere and the Family
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Again, it needs to be reiterated that the market
economy and technological progress have brought undeniable material benefits; and of course, the economic
sphere can be understood as one of the beneficial “mediating institutions” between the individual and state,
acting as a check on the trend toward centralization and
consolidation of political power.37 Nonetheless, a social
sphere which is capable of “mediating” between higher and lower associations must take care to maintain its
proper, subsidiary relation to lower associations. Whatever can act as a “mediating institution” is itself capable
of usurping the proper function of lower associations.
Specifically, the technologically-enabled market economy
is a social “sphere” which historically has been capable
of taking over social functions previously reserved for
lower associations.

principle can be applied within the family. Wolfe, for instance, cites as an illustrative “example” of subsidiarity
the relationship between parents and children: though
parents have greater competence to perform a task, they
appropriately allow some tasks to be performed by children, for the sake of the children and the family as a
whole.40 But the principle of subsidiarity also applies to
the relationships between the family and other social associations. This is recognized explicitly in the Catechism of
the Catholic Church:
The family must be helped and defended by appropriate social measures. Where families cannot
fulfill their responsibilities, other social bodies
have the duty of helping them and of supporting
the institution of the family. Following the principle of subsidiarity, larger communities should
take care not to usurp the family’s prerogatives or
interfere in its life. (#2209)

	These are facts which have been ignored or
downplayed by those who exploit the libertarian implication of the principle of subsidiarity in the context of the
defense of free-market capitalism; there, the principle of
subsidiarity is invoked to limit state intervention, and any
criticism of the market is assumed to be at least implicitly
a call for state intervention. But it is certainly not necessarily socialist or statist to notice that a high percentage
of the citizens of advanced Western countries today are
dependent on large business corporations; after all, much
of this dependence is encouraged by government, in the
form of subsidies, contracts, tax structure, and other regulations. Even those who use the principle of subsidiarity
primarily in defense of a free market economy sometimes
admit that “moral, social, and psychological abasement
accompanied the technological and economic progress
[of industrialization].”38 Such an acknowledgment is an
established part of Christian social criticism, including
much that has been inspired by the “social encyclicals”
discussed previously. Nonetheless, among those who
have written about the principle of subsidiarity, Kohler
is rare in noticing that the principle is violated by “the
strong tendency of modern capitalism to overwhelm and
eventually to dissolve the discrete, the local, the particular
... the places where the habits of self-rule are practiced
and learned.”39

One of the “larger communities” which should not
“usurp the family’s prerogatives or interfere in its life” is
obviously the state; thus, as the Catechism discusses, the
principle of subsidiarity forbids the state from usurping
the functions of the family. But besides the state there is
another threatening “larger community.” While it might
be difficult to conceive of it as a “community,” we have
seen that it can and has been considered a “social sphere,”
indeed, as a social sphere with which the government
ought not interfere: the sphere of the market economy.
	The modem family, as an institution, is marked
by its willingness to shift from what was once a dependence on its own resources and those of closely related
local associations, to dependence on large industries and
distant economic forces. For the performance of many
of their basic functions, families are now dependent on
very removed social “associations”; they depend for food
on a food industry, for health on a health care industry,
for entertainment on an entertainment industry; they depend for energy on an energy system, for transportation
on a transportation system, and for education on an education system. This constitutes an extreme dependence
on distant and higher social associations to perform the
functions which traditionally have been considered the
responsibility of more primary, local, and natural associations. Indeed, this historically rather recent dependence
of households on a (government subsidized) “global
economy” constitutes perhaps the most widespread and
easily recognizable violation of the principle of subsidiarity today.

	The most obvious association, or social sphere,
which has suffered from this tendency is the family. Yet
few writers have discussed the relevance of the principle
of subsidiarity to the family or household. Those few
writers who have considered the principle of subsidiarity
with respect to the family have only treated how the
8

The erosion of household functions was already noticed
by Catholic social thinkers in connection with Quadragesimo Anno. Nell-Breuning discussed it in his commentary
on that encyclical:

incentives sometimes work against them, there is no reason why families today cannot take more seriously the
business of taking care of their members: caring for the
elderly, educating the young, and growing, making, building, and preparing the various things that family members “consume.” Not only is the family a level of social
association at which violations of the principle of subsidiarity are widespread, it is also the level at which it
is most obvious how to set about corrective measures:
families can take it upon themselves to change their habits and patterns of life.

Liberal Capitalism did not create the family but Liberal Capitalism did create conditions under which,
for increasingly large numbers of people, the family life which human nature and the natural law
demand has become almost an impossibility. The
transfer to independent organizations of much of
the economic production formerly carried on in the
family was in large part necessary. This alone would
not have endangered and supplanted the family for
which enough economic activity remained. Even
though the family now as a rule cannot be a productive unit, yet it still remains a consuming unit
and, as such, still has ample economic purpose to
form a strong bond to secure its unity, especially, if
the family have some common fund of goods, or
best of all their own homestead. Instead, the family
has been allowed to fall to pieces as a consuming
unit and indeed, in alarming degree, even as a center for human living.41

	Of course, the present attempt to apply the principle of subsidiarity to the relationship between the sphere
of local, natural associations and the sphere of the modem technologically-enabled market economy may appear
somewhat anachronistic in regards to the household, and
communities of households, as social units with duties
to perform particular functions for themselves. After all,
the “economic sphere” which was criticized earlier for
taking these functions away from more local associations
is most often justified on the very basis of its ability to
meet the needs of individuals, families, and local communities with great efficiency and flexibility. If the new
	What Nell-Breuning recognized as “the plight of social institution, the market economy of the industrial
family life,” which was one of “the by-products of indus- age, fulfills these social needs so well, then it may seem
trialism,” has not gone unnoticed by American social and that individuals and families best fulfill their functions
political thinkers. Robert Nisbet famously argued that precisely by taking full advantage of it. At the extreme,
what precipitated the twentieth century “quest for com- it might seem that if families and communities existed
munity” was precisely this transfer of functions from the precisely in order to meet the needs of individuals, and
family to economic and governmental spheres. What has if these needs are now met by new, modem social institunot been as often noticed is that the principle of subsid- tions, then the traditional, local associations are neither
iarity speaks directly to what Nisbet recognized as the necessary nor even possible; any attempt, it can and has
modern “functional irrelevance” of primary associations been argued, to treat households, neighborhoods, and
like the family:42 according to the principle, families have villages as the primary or “natural” loci of various ecoa responsibility not to give up their proper functions.
nomic and social functions is not just anachronistic but
nostalgic.
Now it must be admitted that
	But the appearance of anachroNisbet spoke as if the loss of the funcnism here highlights the radical nature of
tions of primary associations were a fait
the principle of subsidiarity and its impliaccompli, the result of economic and
cations of responsibility discussed above.
political forces beyond the power of the
For while the principle of subsidiarity is
43
primary associations; at best, it seems,
usually explicated in terms of levels of
Nisbet hoped that small associations
social functions, if the principle is to have
would develop new functions. It is not
the normative force that it is intended to
clear, however, that the loss of function
have, those functions cannot be underis totally beyond the power of the primastood simply in terms of the satisfaction
ry associations; indeed, there could be a
of needs but in terms of the fulfillment
responsibility to try to revive some of the
of duties. The principle of subsidiarity is
Robert
Nisbet
old functions. Though economic
not primarily about resources, but social
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roles; it is not a matter of the efficient distribution of
power, but of the just distribution of authority. John
Finnis characterizes the principle of subsidiarity as “a
principle of justice”44; it could also be described as a
principle of jurisdiction.45

insight which the principle tries to express.50 In this final
section I want to consider just one tradition which I think
yields especially valuable connections to the principle of
subsidiarity, namely the tradition of agrarianism.
	Richard Hofstadter has given an outline of the
“component themes” of the American agrarian ideal as
it appeared in the eighteenth and nineteenth centuries:

	Moreover, the classical and religious traditions
out of which the principle of subsidiarity emerges all
insist that there are certain kinds of social associations,
most obviously the family, which are natural and primary.
The principle of subsidiarity does not require that certain
functions be carried out by the lowest level of association, whatever those levels of association may be; rather,
it requires that certain functions need to be carried out
by particular forms of association. Within some prudential bounds, the principle of subsidiarity must allow for
social change; but if the principle is to have any sense,
there must also be some limit to the sort of social change
it can accommodate-there must be some associations the
existence and function of which are non-negotiable. If
a new social order threatens to assume functions which
had been the rights and duties of those particular “natural” forms of association, then that does not constitute a
morally neutral evolution of social forms, but a violation
of the rights and duties of particular social associations
and a violation of the principle of subsidiarity.

Its hero was the yeoman farmer, its central conception the notion that he is the ideal man and the
ideal citizen. Unstinted praise of the special virtues
of the farmer and the special values of rural life
was coupled with the assertion that agriculture, as
a calling uniquely productive and uniquely important to society, had a special right to the concern
and protection of government. The yeoman, who
owned a small farm and worked it with the aid
of his family, was the incarnation of the simple,
honest, independent, healthy happy human being. Because he lived in close communion with the
beneficent nature, his life was believed to have a
wholesomeness and integrity impossible for the
depraved populations of cities. His well-being was
not merely physical, it was moral; it was not merely
personal, it was the central source of civic virtue; it
was not merely secular but religious, for God had
made the land and called man to cultivate it. Since
the yeoman was believed to be both happy and
honest, and since he had a secure propertied stake
in society in the form of his own land, he was held
to be the best and most reliable sort of citizen.51

V. The Principle of Subsidiarity and the
Agrarian Ideal
	There are numerous traditions of social thought
which share in varying degrees this general ideal of a locally distributed and natural social order, with or without
the more specific criticism of economic and technological forces which threaten that ideal. In the United States,
the ideal has been expressed partially and vaguely under
such names as federalism, republicanism, and civic humanism.46 Earlier in this century, it was expressed more
explicitly by some Catholic thinkers-including Chesterton, Belloc, and Dorothy Day-under the name distributism (or distributivism).47 More commonly in European
thought it is represented by some related social theories
critical of widespread individualistic capitalism, under
such banners as syndicalism, solidarism, and corporatism.48 The ideal is even arguably an element in some
forms of populism, and, most prominently in contemporary discussions of American political theory, in communitarianism.49 A fruitful historical consideration of
the principle of subsidiarity could consider each of these
traditions as at least partial embodiments of the social

Significantly, Hofstadter describes agrarianism in the past
tense; indeed, he refers not to “agrarianism” but rather
always to “the agrarian myth” a myth, he insists, created
by aristocrats for their political convenience and long ago
defeated in the face of developing “commercial realities.”
But Hofstadter’s dismissal of agrarianism as a “myth”
is a rhetorical evasion of both the descriptive and prescriptive content of agrarian thought; the fact remains
that agrarianism constitutes both a reasonable portrayal
of the ordering of past societies, and an earnest political
philosophy which attempts to account for the justice of
that order.
Indeed, the relevant elements of this agrarian
philosophy are evident from Hofstadter’s summary. Here
it is important to note that the farmer is not so much important for the fact of his producing agricultural crops as
for the kinds of virtues and habits thought to be typical
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of farming as a way of life-virtues and habits not only of
the individual farmer but of all members of the kinds of
households and communities in which farming is possible. The farmer thus represents not so much a particular
career as a general ethical and political type. This agrarian
type is independent, that is, relatively self-sufficient, not
subservient to larger political and social forces; to the extent that he depends on anyone or anything, he is dependent on nature and on the members of his household and
immediate community. The agrarian type is resourceful;
in part because of his relative independence, he must rely
on his own talents and his own resources to provide what
he needs. The agrarian type is wholesome, living in harmony with nature, both benefiting from and contributing
to the health of the land; moreover, he is politically wholesome,
as he is tangibly invested in his
own freedom and responsibil“Jefferson is
ity and the political order which
his preference
make them possible.

accepting [Adam] Smith’s doctrines [in the Wealth of Nations] in their entirety.”54

to socialist origins,” the American tradition of agrarian
thought has explicitly opposed the consolidation and
centralization of political power. The historian Forrest
McDonald, who has identified “agrarian republicanism”
as one of the important species of American thought to
influence the Founding, makes it clear that the agrarian republicans were far from socialists; according to McDonald, they emphasized the political benefits of widespread
and distributed ownership and use of land.” Indeed, far
from desiring a planned economy, McDonald finds that
among those who influenced the Founding, the agrarian
republicans were “the one group that came closest to

	This passage, about the maximally local distribution of political power, is particularly apt in illustrating
the connection between the principle of subsidiarity and
agrarian thought. But it was not only political power of
which Jefferson preferred distribution rather than consolidation; he was also concerned with economic power.
Jefferson’s opposition to economic centralization is inseparable from his praise of the yeoman farmer, as is
clear from his arguments that agriculture is a better basis
for an economy than manufacture and commerce because it leaves men more independent and responsible.58

	The agrarian opposition to centralization is well
illustrated by Thomas Jefferson, probably the most
prominent early American thinker with whom agrarianism can be easily associated.55 On several occasions Jefferson spoke of the yeoman farmer as the exemplar of
moral integrity and the foundation of political stability.56
Jefferson is very clear that his preference for an agrarian
population is connected to a conviction that dependence
on higher social associations is politically unhealthy. This
conviction is well captured in a famous passage from Jefferson’s Autobiography:

But it is not by the consolidation, or concentration of
powers, but by their distribuvery clear that
tion, that good government is
for an agrarian
effected. Were not this great
country already divided into
population is connected to a
states, that division must be
	The connection between
conviction
that
dependence
on
higher
made, that each might do for
the principle of subsidiarity and
itself what concerns itself
the agrarian type just sketched
social associations is politically
directly, and what it can so
should be clear: agrarians desire
unhealthy
.
”
much better do than a distant
the widespread distribution of
authority. Every state again is
power, maintain that essential
divided into counties, each to
social and economic functions
take care of what lies within
should take place at the most loits local bounds; each county again into townships
cal and primary levels of association, and regard the conor wards, to manage minute details; and every ward
solidation and centralization of power as destructive not
into farms, to be governed each by its individual
only of patterns of life but of political principle.
proprietor. Were we directed from Washington
when to sow, and when to reap, we should soon
	The agrarian resistance to consolidation of powwant bread. It is by this partition of cares, descender has been partially obscured by an unjustified associaing in gradation from general to particular, that the
tion of agrarianism with particular policies of economic
mass of human affairs may be best managed for
planning. Though, historically, some agrarian political rethe good and prosperity of all.57
forms, and agrarian thought in general, have been traced
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Agrarian opposition to the consolidation of economic power is even more evident in the language of late
nineteenth and early twentieth century agrarianism, most
notably in the writings of the “Southern Agrarians.” In
words that reveal the affinity of their position with the
principle of subsidiarity, the economist William Campbell has noted that “the Southern Agrarian tradition
stressed that functions and responsibilities be lodged in
the person and the family first, the broad range of community and voluntary organizations second, and the state
last.”59 The enemy of these agrarians, indeed, that in opposition to which they tended to define their agrarianism,
was “industrialism,” construed as the concentration of
economic power in large-scale commercial endeavors.60
By identifying its enemy as “industrialism,” the agrarian
critic was condemning particular forms of social organization for violating a more natural order, and specifically for resulting in the transfer of functions formerly
performed by family and community to more distant social associations. Thus, in the context of agrarianism, the
term “industrialism” can be understood as a counterpart
to “statism”; just as “statism” is the term for inordinate
dependence on the state, the agrarians’ pejorative “industrialism” expresses a judgment of inordinate dependence
on the social sphere of commerce and manufacture. In
this light, this representative strain of agrarian thought is
easily understood as an attempt to articulate social relationships-between families, communities, and larger economic forces-that observe the principle of subsidiarity.

economic and social dependence.
Precisely because they constitute a theory of just
social order, such agrarian criticisms have long appealed
beyond the population of actual farmers, to all those
who judge themselves to be, or wish to be, invested in
local associations.61 A general resistance to economic
consolidation as much as political consolidation has been
evident in a wide variety of loosely agrarian movements.
In the last several decades, the agrarian sensibility is easily linked to a variety of movements, recognized by such
catch-phrases as “small is beautiful,” “back to the land,”
“sustainable living,” and “homesteading.” Of disparate
character, and always difficult to categorize as politically
“right” or “left,” such movements share an apprehension
of the benefits of living in relative self-sufficiency apart
from the large-scale institutions of modem commercial
society. Thus, at least incidentally, and sometimes by conscious intention, these essentially agrarian movements are
alike in advocating the restoration of “natural” functions
to individuals and “primary” associations, in particular
the functions of the family or household, which have increasingly been absorbed, not so much by the state as by
the sphere of “the economy.”62
	By emphasizing resistance to the consolidation
of economic functions, we do not mean to ignore the
significant cultural implications of agrarianism. While in
its earlier forms agrarianism emphasized the economic
and political threats of industrialism, it should be evident
from what has been said that agrarianism has come to encompass a general attitude toward all social goods. Thus,
the agrarian argues that the household and community
is not only the proper place for “employment” and the
production of sustenance, but also for providing education, entertainment, and fellowship; these should not be
transferred to the realm of commerce and industry. This
interest in broader, cultural self-sufficiency is especially
evident, for instance, in the famous slogan from I’ll Take
My Stand: “Throw out the radio and take down the fiddle
from the wall,”63 an extreme localist imperative that could
be deduced directly from the principle of subsidiarity.

It must be emphasized that only in the context of
a judgment about the proper ordering of social functions
can traditional agrarian attitudes, otherwise dismissed as
the products of mere nostalgia or romanticism, be understood as expressions of coherent poitical principle.
Agrarian critiques of technology and of the market
economy, like the critique of “industry,” are all based on
the observation that certain social forces often lauded as
instruments and signs of “progress” in fact play a role in
redistributing political power and social functions away
from the household and community. Agrarian use of
such terms as “markets,” “technology,” and “industry”
may be imprecise, but their intended sense is clear: they
are meant to identify those social forces which tend to
reduce the independence and self-sufficiency of families
and communities, seducing men into greater and greater

	The cultural implications of the agrarian view
also help explain why the essays of a more recent agrarian writer, Wendell Berry, have had such broad appeal.
Though often explicitly concerned with industrialism and
its impact on agriculture and the environment, Berry’s essays make clear that the agrarian opposition to economic
consolidation is not just a matter of economic or
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environmental health, but also of artistic, physiological,
political, and even spiritual health. Though it is a central observation of his that “people have been seduced
or forced into dependence on the industrial economy,”64
Berry makes it clear that resistance to this consolidation
is not a matter of large-scale political policy or economic
planning; rather, it is a matter of individuals, families, and
small communities having the courage to make responsible choices.

household production of food: “If the economic dictators use technology to gain a monopoly in the food business, as they are absolutely trying to do, then I will use
technology to show how a society of garden farmers can
start a new home economy that will confound the dictators.” But again, as for most agrarians, Logsdon’s interest
in this is not only the production of food, but the balance of power, the just distribution of social functions.
It is clearly a sense of political justice that is behind his
claim that “to decentralize the marketplace” will make
possible a “return to a more democratic and therefore
healthful economy.”65

Berry has been influenced by the Amish tradition, which provides an extreme but useful example of
what it would mean to consistently apply the principle
of subsidiarity to the household and its economic relations. For the Amish, the household is the primary locus
of production, not just of consumption; and to the extent that an Amish family is not completely independent
and self-sufficient, it relies on neighboring households,
joined together in a community, to provide the support
that it needs. The Amish resistance to what others consider the staples of modern technology, though it varies
in degree, is not based on a belief that technology itself
is evil, but on the observation that by limiting their use of
technology, men may limit their dependence on the institutions for which they cannot be responsible. As much
as possible, the technology that the Amish do use can be
built and maintained by themselves. More than any other
Westerners, the Amish have succeeded in living a life in
which the most basic social needs of the household and
local community are supplied by the household and community. For them, the family has experienced no slide
into “functional irrelevance.” That the Amish live this
way by choice, and not by necessity, is itself evidence that
the movement of social functions to higher and higher
levels of association is not an inevitable consequence of
the putatively inexorable logic of technological development. Not only in “undeveloped” nations, but even in
“developed” nations, social functions can be carried out
at the local, primary level without being seized by, or ceded to, higher levels.

	This agrarian criticism of modern society evokes
precisely the sense of political justice that the principle
of subsidiarity is meant to express.66 Indeed, both the
principle of subsidiarity and agrarianism can be understood as attempts to defend the justice of social functions, “naturally” ordered through traditional human associations, in the face of “artificial” forces which would
redistribute those functions to different, or entirely new,
social associations. We could as easily say that the agrarian ideal follows from the principle of subsidiarity as we
could say that the principle of subsidiarity embodies the
theory of just social order which agrarian thought always
strives to articulate. According to both, just social order
involves the widespread, local distribution of primary social functions; higher associations have a responsibility
not to absorb the functions of lower associations, and
lower associations have a responsibility not to abdicate
their functions to higher associations.
One final connection between agrarianism and
the principle of subsidiarity is worth observing. As the
example of Hofstadter makes clear, the fact that agrarianism has been historically formulated as a reaction to
social and economic change has made it easy for critics
to dismiss it as a nostalgic or romantic “myth.” Nonetheless, like the principle of subsidiarity, it makes sense
that agrarianism was not articulated explicitly until a social order once thought natural came to be threatened.
For most of human history, agrarianism as a way of life
was unavoidable; agrarianism as a social philosophy was
not necessary, nor even really possible, until the agrarian
way of life needed some justification in the face of an
alternative. Like the principle of subsidiarity, agrarianism
was taken for granted and tacitly understood as a basis of
sound social order; we should not be surprised that it was
not explicitly formulated except as a response to political
and economic changes facilitated by technological

The influence of the Amish tradition, and its
consonance with the principle of subsidiarity, is evident
in the words of another contemporary agrarian, Gene
Logsdon, who in several books has promoted “cottage
farming.” According to Logsdon, modern technology
and consumerism have paved the way for “economic dictatorship,” manifested in man’s enslavement to centralized economic power. In response, Logsdon advocates
an agrarian “homebased society,” emphasizing first the
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innovations which threatened that order.67

liberalism more than it simply supports it.68 However,
this does not necessarily mean that the agrarian implication of the principle of subsidiarity is strictly at odds
with the more commonly noted libertarian implication.
As we have seen, agrarianism does not recommend a restriction of market freedom by statist policies. Historically, agrarians have been opposed to all consolidation
of power, including state power. This has been true since
the eighteenth-century agrarians’ appreciation of Adam
Smith’s economic theories, and the more recent Southern
Agrarian position that industrialism, more than agrarianism, depends on the active support of government intervention.69 Indeed, an interest in limited government
has been a feature of agrarian societies even before the
development of modem agrarian theory.70

VI. Conclusion
In this article I have argued that the principle of
subsidiarity needs to be understood as more than a basis for the limitation of state power. The principle of
subsidiarity must be applied consistently to all social associations, and the responsibility of lower social associations to perform their proper functions without abdicating them to higher associations is just as important as
the responsibility of higher associations not to interfere
with lower ones. In modern society, where higher social
spheres, facilitated by technological advance and largescale commerce, take up functions once recognized as
belonging to the household and its immediate community, the principle of subsidiarity can be understood as
having implications which are appropriately identified as
“agrarian,” insofar as the agrarian tradition has criticized
the centralization and consolidation of economic power
and held up as a political ideal the relative self-sufficiency
and independence of the household. In sum, I have argued that agrarianism and the principle of subsidiarity
are expressions of the same normative social principle.

	Unfortunately, in the context of current discussions of political and social theory, there are some important theoretical obstacles to a fuller appreciation of
agrarianism. One such obstacle is the entrenched prejudice that agrarianism is economically naive. Apparently
forgetting the physiocrats and their influence on Adam
Smith, some defenders of classical liberalism have charged
that agrarianism undervalues human creativity,71 or that
it misunderstands the possibility of increasing wealth.72
But the “cultivator of the soil” is necessarily clever and
resourceful, and he certainly knows how to produce, or
rather help nature to produce, wealth where there was
none before. Nobody who has studied agrarian thought,
or who grasps the very idea of a yeoman farmer, should
claim that agrarianism fails to comprehend the role of
human effort and creativity in producing wealth.73

In light of this argument, I hope that the appropriation of the principle of subsidiarity by classical liberals and defenders of free markets is seen to be at the
very least incomplete, as it applies the principle only to
the state’s relation to lower associations like the economy, and ignores applications of the principle that are far
more morally burdensome on individuals, families, and
local communities. Furthermore, insofar as the classical
liberal appropriation of the principle implies an uncritical
attitude towards the power of market forces and technological advance, it is not only incomplete but seriously
misleading. While on some level modem liberal institutions, and especially the market economy, both grow out
of and contribute to human freedom, it is irresponsible
to ignore the extent to which they have changed patterns
of living, primarily by arrogating the social functions
of more primary and natural levels of association. Unchecked by the resolve of responsible individuals, families, and communities, the modem market economy is
not morally neutral; it tends to violate the principle of
subsidiarity.

	Yet another theoretical obstacle to a fuller appreciation of agrarian thought is the metaphysical anthropology usually assumed by the dominant tradition of social
and political thought, classical liberalism. We have seen
that the principle of subsidiarity respects the primacy of
the individual but also respects the integrity of “natural” social associations, associations which have real unity
precisely because they have proper social functions. Classical liberalism, and in particular that version of it which
is usually marshaled in the defense of free markets, often
takes the form of a strict, atomistic individualism, according to which only individual men are the bearers of
moral status. This reductionism is plainly incompatible
with the principle of subsidiarity, which assigns a moral
status, complete with duties, responsibilities, and rights,
to every level of social association. The agrarian Richard
Weaver wrote of “two types of American individual-

It is important for Catholic social thinkers, and
social thinkers generally, to apprehend that the principle
of subsidiarity supplements and even criticizes classical
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ism”: the more familiar, atomistic type Weaver associated
with the industrial North and Henry David Thoreau;
a second type he called “‘social bond’ individualism,”
which for Weaver was exemplified by the agrarian South
and Randolph of Roanoke. Describing Randolph, Weaver wrote: “As a defender of the dignity and autonomy of
the smaller unit, he was constantly fighting the battle for
local rights.”74 It is this “social bond” individualism that
is required both by agrarianism and by the principle of
subsidiarity.

on abstract principles, but on prudential application of
those principles to particular circumstances. In present
circumstances, it is not practical to recommend that all
people become farmers. This does not mean, however,
that the agrarian ideal cannot be pursued in some degree.
Pursuing the agrarian ideal by degree would not only,
nor even primarily, entail altering the legal structure to
provide incentives for different, more agrarian patterns
of life, or disincentives for participation in large-scale
industry. Without any government prompting, individuals and families can take steps to decrease their dependence on the technologically-enabled market economy.
While such steps are burdensome ones which we tend to
consider matters of “personal” and “private” choice, we
have seen that they follow from a consistent application
of the principle of subsidiarity, and as such they are the
province of political theory. Alternatively used to bolster
faith in government and faith in the market economy,
in our time it is certainly appropriate for political theory
to help inspire the kind of courage necessary for people
to make difficult choices for the health of their families and local communities, by articulating the virtues of
what have long been held up as the stronghold of a free
society: productive and independent households.76

	But surely the most important obstacle to an appreciation of the agrarian implications of the principle
of subsidiarity is not theoretical but practical. In today’s
world, what can it mean to insist that a normative principle of social association has agrarian implications? Have
not “commercial realities” superseded agrarian social
arrangements? Is not any call for a revival of agrarianism a call to “unmake history?”75 Are we suggesting that
the only way to observe the principle of subsidiarity that
principle of just social order is for the majority of families to start farming plots of land?
It must be admitted that if justice required that
we all be farmers, then justice would be beyond our immediate grasp. But political justice depends not only on
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